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Is homework necessary? It is a hard topic but it is my opinion that 

homework is not necessary because we already spent five and a half 

hours in school which is enough. We don’t need to remind ourselves. 

Some could people are very busy. It can cause stress and more etc. 

 

Firstly: Homework eats our time sometimes people could be rushing 

somewhere and have to do homework quickly and could even get all 

of it wrong because their parents told them to and it’s not their 

fault they did not have control over the situation and then get bad 

grades and that’s not fair and could cause worse relationships 

between the family or arguments. 

 

Secondly: People have siblings to take care of and nobody can do 

homework and take care of a younger person. It can be very 

stressful and stress is not good for your health! I have a dog that is 

very demanding which means I have to take care of him because 

then I won’t be have time for both. It is not fair on the teacher 

they have to correct over two hundred copy’s a week and it not fair 

for them as us. Homework takes away our time it can lead up to a 

whole day gone and it’s not fair because sleep takes eight hours 

school takes five and a half hours and that already is thirteen hours 

gone from twenty four then add one hour and then taking walks with 

my dog two hours that is sixteen and a half hours gone and eight 

hours to ourselves. 

 



Thirdly: Family is important but when you have homework you have 

to close yourself In a room and stay in the room for more than an 

hour just to revise and its worse when you come back late for 

example at six and you finish homework at half past seven you won’t 

have much time because you have to get ready to sleep wash 

yourself and that’s it for the day. 

 

Fourthly: It is certain that homework is just another revision that 

our class does multiple times a week or even longer for example 

maths we revise maths two times a day by doing Mental Maths after 

Mental Maths we do maths problems and that is around an hour and 

twenty minutes then after school we do maths homework which is 

from ten to twenty minutes and the same with other subjects that 

we do in school. 

 

Conclusion: homework causes stress, less time to have for yourself , 

less time for your family and activities that keep you healthy and 

much more therefore I think that homework is not necessary. 

Ms Doherty We hope our class persuaded you to consider our opinion 

since we know you are making a homework policy. 


